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About the company
The Moore Tool Company was founded 
in 1924 in Bridgeport, Connecticut, as a
tool and die company. It soon filled a void
developing precision machine tools and
measuring machines for customers with 
a need for increasingly tight tolerances. 

Now a leader in precision machine 
tool design, manufacture, recondition 
and conversion, Moore Tool offers a 
full range of standard and specialty 
high-precision equipment, including 
the FSP series — five-sided precision 
high-speed machining systems.

High performance, 
multi-axis machining

The FSP series offers a combination 
of high feed rates, spindle speeds, 
and acceleration. This results in faster
turnaround for improved productivity,
and consistent accuracy to deliver a 
superior product. 

The top of the FSP line is designed 
and built from the ground up for true 
five-axis high-speed machining. It is 
not a hybrid adaptation. 

The high performance, continuous 
toolpath machines complex shapes 
in a single setup while improving 
surface finish and part geometry.
Operating efficiency maximizes 
return on investment. 

Features
Moore Tool high-speed machining 
centers offer: 

z High-precision machining with 
high-speed cutting capability and 
exceptional dynamic response

z HSC machine systems in four- 
and five-axis configurations

z Portal design for enhanced accuracy,
stability and vibration damping

z Turnkey solutions that include 
programming, fixture design, 
and automation

z Adaptations for flexible or serial 
production

z Customized applications for milling 
and grinding, including options for
hydrostatic, air turbine, and high-
frequency spindle solutions

Benefits
Accuracy
Equipment stability and geometric 
accuracy are achieved through:

z Optimized design through sophisticated
finite element analysis (FEA) 

z A fixed-position horizontal spindle and
integral rotary axes

z Maximum dynamic response at the 
cutting tool without pendulum effect
and vibration

z A constant relationship between the
spindle and measuring devices

z Precision drives and ways control
response, vibration and heat generation

Designed for

performance,

flexibility and

ergonomics

performance



Speed
Multi-axis high-performance precision
machining increases productivity through-
put without jeopardizing accuracy. 

System enhancements improve accuracy
at high-speed. Controls constantly correct
and compensate for dynamic reaction to
guarantee correct toolpath at high speed.

The horizontal spindle eliminates chip 
“re-cutting” in dry and deep cavity 
applications.

Productivity
Advancements in design, construction, 
control, automation and interaction
increase equipment productivity. Improved
ergonomics, flexibility and advanced CNC
interface increase business productivity
with additional manpower and equipment
hours for extra work tasks.

The ergonomic cabin design with work-
light and C.E. interlocks isolates the
machining area and seals directly 
against the base flange to prevent leak-
age. A short reach combined with the 
B-axis swivel motion optimizes access 
to the work zone for setups. Position and 
movement of the rotary table improves
flexibility, speed and control.

Programming is operator- and automation-
friendly, with a Siemens 840D modular
control, Windows NT/High-speed user-
defined macros and flexible block search.

Customer service
We are committed to meeting our 
customers’ expectations with flawless
delivery of products and service.

All equipment designed and manufactured
by Moore Tool is backed by our training,
support and expertise. Moore Tool is 
the only producer of true high-perform-
ance 3-D contouring machine systems
assembled and shipped in the USA 
with American pride. All related precision
equipment and rotary tables are produced
with confidence by Moore Tool. 

Oversize precision ball screws and

roller guides guarantee precision

under highest dynamics.

Superior operator interaction is achieved through advanced

ergonomic design.
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simplifying complex 

precision machining



Machine cabin

The standard machine cabin features a
large slide door that opens to allow crane
access for part loading, and provides
easy access to the work zone.

Portal design

The portal-type column and base 
feature built-in three-point leveling.
Special foundations are not required.

CNC control

The automation-friendly Siemens 840D 
modular CNC is ergonomically positioned
for operator interaction, access and 
control, and provides superior program-
mability with an open system PC and a
dedicated Pentium processor.

Vertical Y-axis

The vertical Y-axis slide is attached to 
the X-axis cross saddle and carries the
high-speed spindle.

Swivel table

Integrated into the Z-axis slide for 
compact construction and high perform-
ance, the B-axis horizontal swivel table
has full 230-degree movement.

Digital servo system

The rotary axes feature direct-drive 
digital technology for superior contouring
speed and acceleration. A high-gain,
closed-loop digital servo system allows
fast positioning, high feed rates and
acceleration on all axes. 

Vertical index table

The C-axis vertical index table, mounted
to the B-axis swivel table, is furnished
standard with an integrated power 
chucking and pallet system.

Ball screw system

A specially designed ball screw system 
on all axes drives provides high speed
without compromising stiffness and 
heat generation.

Roller guides

Oversized preloaded linear roller guides
are used on the linear axes. Telescoping
metal way covers protect the Z-ways.
Armored bellows and roller-type shields
protect the X- and Y-ways.

High speed five-axis configuration with direct drive 

C-axis rotary table and integrated pallet system.



Precision spindle

A 30,000 rpm vector-controlled direct-drive 
horizontal precision spindle with power drawbar
achieves high speed ranges while a recirculat-
ing liquid spindle chiller stabilizes temperature. 
A thermal sensor monitors and compensates
for Z-axis growth.

Tool changer

The standard automatic tool changer has a 
24-tool capacity (optional to 84). Tool changes
are carried out by spindle and carousel motion.
The tool change carousel is attached to the 
base at the extreme left of the X-axis travel. 

Laser toolsetter

A laser toolsetting system measures tool length
and diameter during operation. Tool measure-
ment and compensation are standard. The
toolsetter is mounted to the Z-axis slide, and
laser optics are cleaned automatically prior to
each measuring cycle.

Optional

Hydrostatic spindle

High-speed oil hydrostatic spindles with speeds
up to 80,000 rpm are available. Designed, man-
ufactured and built by Moore Tool, hydrostatic
advantages include superior stiffness, trueness
of rotation and surface finish.

High-capacity robotic part loader

A 10-position robotic pallet loader is available
for increased automated productivity. The
loader system can load palletized workpieces 
up to 250 mm in diameter and 150 mm high,
weighing up to 25 kg (55 lbs.) each.

productivity





Moore Tool Company, Inc.
800 Union Avenue
Bridgeport, CT 06607-0088
USA
Phone 203 366 3224
Fax 203 366 0418
www.mooretool.com
e-mail: sales@mooretool.com

Moore Special Tool AG
Industriestrasse 8
CH-8903 Birmensdorf ZH
Switzerland
Phone +41 0 43 344 2020
Fax +41 0 43 344 2030
www.mooretool.com
e-mail: sales@mooretool.ch

Moore Nanotechnology Systems LLC
426A Winchester Street
Keene, NH 03431-0605
USA
Phone 603 352 3030
Fax 603 352 3363
www.nanotechsys.com
e-mail: sales@nanotechsys.com
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